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Philadelphia University                                                                                                                                                                                        Student Name: 

Faculty of Engineering               Student Number:   

Civil Engineering Department 

First Exam, First Semester: 2014/2015 

 

 

  Objectives: To examine the ability of the student to describe 

the science  ,crystal structures and defects of it,nanostructured materials, 

properties and internal structure of the article 
(One mark for every quas ) 

1.The propeperty of all matter,whether it’s a solid,liquid or gas is    

A- Don't change shape easily    B-Space and mass   C-Don't move around  

 

2. The mass number is: 
A. the sum of the number of protons and electrons in the atom. 
B .The sum of the number of neutron and electrons in the nucleus. 
C. the sum of the number of protons and the number of neutron inan atom. 
 

3-Whats mean the energy levels. 
A-The amount of energy needed to move an electron from one zone to 
another,is a fixid,finite amount. 
B-  The amount of energy needed to move an protons   from one zone to 
another,is a fixid,finite amount. 
C- The amount of energy needed to move an  Neutrons from one zone to 
another,is a fixid,finite amount. 
   

4-The fourth orbit four sub-levels Is sped number electrons in orbit is equal to   
A-14 electron     B-18 electron      C-32 electron                          
 

5. The internal energy of the atoms of the formation article: 
A. the movement of atoms and molecules, and movement of electrons and 
their spin moment of electrons. 
B-energy state of the article, such as solid, liquid and gaseous 

C. coherence between components of the nucleus of protons and neutron 
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6. which of the following statements applies to Covalent  bonding 

      A. Partial Association      B- The Association of high instantaneous  

   C-base metal Association 
 

     7- produce Ionic Association by:  
     A. Attraction between positive charges  

     B- Attraction positive charges and negative charges 

     C. the movement of negative charges 
     D-attraction between positive charges and negative charges  

                                               

8- Which packing arrangement in metals,the Unit cell has atoms at each of 
the eight of the eight corners of a cubic plus one atom in the center of the 
cube. 
A. HCP                          B-BCC                          C-FCC  

  

 9 –Mild and low carbon steel contains approximately. 

A-0,05-0,32%                 B-0,3-1,7%                   C-0,3-0,59% 

  

 10. The key to the polymer structure is. 

A-The two carbon atoms can have up three common bonds and still bond 

with other atoms. 

B-Degree of polymerization 

C-Mechanical properties 

  

 11. The Unit cell is: 

A. The smallest repeating array of atoms in a crystal 

B-group of the constituent elements of a single crystal. 

C-body from the center into a homogeneous composition. 

 

 12-General,the greater number of electrons per atom that participate in. 

A-Ionic bond       B-covalent bond          C-Mettallic bond 

 

 13. What is the actual number in the Crystal system: 

A-is defined as the number of atoms that is closest to the central atom 

B-defined as the number of atoms in the cell, the only things 

C. number of atoms of each cell and marginal. 

                                          

14. Whay Thermoplastic materials can be remelted. 

A-Beacauce when is heated,there is more molecular movement and the 

bonds between moleules can be easily broken. 

B- Beacauce when is  coold,there is more molecular movement and the 

bonds between moleules can be easily broken. 

C-Beacauce when is worms  ,there is more molecular movement and the 

bonds between moleules can be easily broken. 
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 15-Which materials are rigid and strength 

 A-Thermoplastic polymers.               B-Plastic materials   

 C-Thermsetting polymers. 

  

 16. Elastic deformation is. 

A-Is a change in shape of a materials at low stress that is recoverable after 

the stress is removed. 

B-When the stress is sufficient to permanently deform the metal. 

C- Is a change in shape of a materials at low stress that is not recoverable 

after the stress is removed. 

  

 17. What allow the metal to deform. 

A-Dislocations defects are generated and move,when a stress is applied to 

a metal. 

B-The crystal structures of metal.   C-The Elastic and Plastic deformation  

  

 18. Creep properties  is. 

 A- Condations of loads and temperature. 

 B-Is a time-dependent deformation of a materials while under an applied 

load that is below its yield strength. 

 C-The force needed to break the bonds of all atoms in a crystal plane. 

     

19-Which material will have more toughness 

A-Material with low strength and low ductility. 

B-Material with a good combination of strength and ductility 

C. Material with a good combination of high strength and high ductility 

 

 20.The crack Propagation life is neglected in design because. 

A-Stress levels are low. 

B-Stress levels are high and the critical flaw size small. 

C- Stress levels are high and the critical flaw size large. 

 

21- The fatigue crack propagation behavior of many materials can be 

divided into three regions whats the 11 region, 

A.The fatigue threshold rigion where the DK is too low to propagation 

acrack. 

B-Small increases in the stress intensity amplitude,produce large 

increases in crack growth rate. 

C-Encompasses data where the rate of crack growth changes roughly 

linearly with a chinge in stress intensity fluctuation. 
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                     Section-1 

Objective: Objective: To examine the ability of the student to describe  of the cement 

and properties ,aggregates concrete mix design. 

1-Which component of cement responsible for giving strength to cement paste at early 

ages.                                                                                                                (1 p0int) 

A- C3A  (10-12%)          B-C3S and C2S (80-85 %)         C-C4AF (3-9 %) 

 

2-Which compound have slow  (RR) and  small (HH),and give (CV)cementing value 

good later strength                                                                                        (1 point) 

A-C3S                                 B-C2S                           C-C3A 

 

 3. one of the most important chemical components of cement          (1 point ) 

A. Tricalcium silicate and 45-55% of the weight of the clinker, 
B-Tricalcium silicate of 45-60% of the weight of the clinker                                                                                                                                    
C-Tricalcium aluminate and be 20-40% of the weight of the clinker 
 

4-C2S Hydrates is a similar manner  as C3S but                                            (1point) 

A-Much more slowley because it is less reactive compound. 

B-Much more activity,because it is more reactive compound. 

C-Hydrate get ettringate,resulting in volume expansion and cracking. 

 

5 -Type II of cement,to;Produce H.H.and usess in type of construction;   (1 point)                                                                                                      
 A-Freezing&Thawing(cold wet weather to hot dry one) 

 B-Cold-weather cooncreting (low temp-slow hydration) 

 C-Hot Weather concreting (above 30 C) 

 

6-Sedimentary Rocks formed by:                                                                   (1 point) 

A-Formed from Molten magna 

B-By changing structures of volcanic rocks and metamorphic rocks 

C-By consolidation of rock fragments transported by wind,water,ice. 

 

7-Which of geological classification aggregates have crystalline structures.    (1 point) 

A-Metamorphic Rocks              B-Sedimentary Rocks      C-Volcanic Rocks 

8-Geological examination is a useful aid in assessing aggregate guality to: 

A-Compare new aggregate and detect unstable forms of silica. 

B-To chang the structure of silica carbonate minerals  

C- Learn  consolidation of rock fragments transported by wind,water,ice. 
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9-RoundnessMeasures the relative sharpness or angularity of aggregate,and depends 

on                                                                                                                  (1 point) 

A-Of degree of packing of particlesof one size. 

B-On parent Rock and Crusher type. 

C-OF  Clay minerals. 

 

10-Surface Texture of aggregate depend on.                                                 (1 point) 

A-Hardness,grain size,pore,forces acting on the aggregate. 

B-Ratio of  surface area  to volume. 

C-Form avoids between grain . 

 

11-Bond strength is infuenced by shape  of aggregate which one have higher bond 

strength from the following; 

A-Roundness.rounded- faces almost gone 

B-Sphericity  ratio of surface area to volume. 

C-Angular aggregate higher surface area  

 

12-Make mention of  mechanical properties of aggregate with explanation. ( 5 point) 
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13-Calculate specific gravity-Coarse aggregates                               (4 point) 

Calculations;1-Bulk Specific Gravity   (BSG) 

                     2-Apparent Specific Gravity(ASG) 

                     3-Bulk speecific gravity saurated surface dry  BSG (SSD) 

                     4-Absorption 

DATA;                                                                             A                                 B                                      

Weight (SSD) in air  =2500 grams           BSG (D) =  ---------,   BSG (SSD)=--------                          

Weight (SSD) in water =1500 grams                              B –C                              B-C 

Weight (D) in an Oven =1860 grams                            A                                  B-A 

                                                                  ASG(D)  = -----------  , Absorption=-------%                                      

                                                                                       A-C                               A 
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Objective:Examine the ability and knowledge of the student to describe the properties  

of  cement ,aggregates concrete mix design. 

1-In calcination Process the remaining calcium carbonate decomposes to calcium 

oxide and CO2 at temperature .                                                                        (2 point)                                                

A-650 -900 C              B-900 -1050 C                  C-1300 -1450 C 

  
 2.Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) added to cement to prevent:                     (2 point) 
A- Flash set..Its content is measured through SO3 content. 
B-False set,no heat is evolved happens in few minutes. 
C-Final set:Start stage of set.Rapid temperature rise. 
 
3-Extent of carbonation and hydration of free lime and free magnesia due to: (2 point) 

A- Exposure of cement to the atmosphere (maximum allowed is 2%) 

B- Exposure of cement to the atmosphere (maximum allowed is 1,5) 

C-Exposure of cement to the atmosphere (maximum allowed is 4%) 

 

4-The Hydration and reactions of uncombined Oxides cause volume expansions 

which happen:                                                                                                     (2 point) 

A-Before concrete (paste) hardens            B-No effects from this oxides 

C-After concrete(paste) hardens. 

 

5-Which one from cement compounds reacts with sulfates and forming Ettringate 

than latter causing concrete cracking ,                                                               (2 point) 

A-Tricalcium Aluminate               B-Tricalcium Silicate           C- Dicalcium Silicate 

  

6-Type II of cement,To reduce H.H. Uses in type of construction;                   (2 point)                                                                                                     

 A-Freezing&Thawing(cold wet weather to hot dry one) 

 B-Cold-weather concerting (low temp-slow hydration) 

 C-Hot Weather concreting (above 30 C). 

 

7-The Bond strength of concrete is influenced by Texture of aggregate which texture 

give high bond strength:                                                                                     (2 point) 

A-Rough texture          B-Smooth texture          C-Roundness-faces almost gone. 

 

8-The maximum aggregate Impact value (AIV)45% is for:                              (2 point) 

A- Heavey Duty concrete         B-Pavement Wearing Surface     C-General concrete. 

 



9-The Maximum aggregate size Dmax  designated as,                                      (2 point) 

A- Designated as the largest sieve through which 10% of the aggregate sample 

particles pass 

B-Designated as the smallest sieve through which 100% of the aggregate sample 

particles pass 

C-. Designated as the largest sieve that retains some of the aggregate sample particles 

,but generally not more than 10%. 

 

10-No ideal grading can be recommended,but in all causes  of concrete mix we need 

materials smaller than 300   m  to get,                                                                (2 point) 

A-Workability                   B-No voids between coarse aggregate.      C-A  and B. 

 

11-The limitations of clays for concrete subjected to abrasion by ASTM:C33-84 is: 

A-By mass of coarse and fine aggregate  <3%.                                                 (2 point) 

B- By mass of coarse and fine aggregate  <1% 

C By mass of coarse and fine aggregate  <5% 

 

12-The impurities in mixing seawater containing less than 3 percent salt for reinforced 

or prestressed concrete may cause:                                                                     (2 point) 

A-Can delay setting and reduce concrete strength. 

B-Can lead to corrosion of the reinforcing bars and prestressing tendons. 

C- Can't lead to corrosion of the reinforcing bars and prestressing tendons,but can 

increase the amount of air between the paste and aggregate. 

 

13-Explain the process or stages of manufacture of portland cement.             (6 points) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14-Whats the four compounds are regarded as the major constituents of cement,make 

mention of name,chemical formula and shorthand notation.                             (4 point) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15-Make mention of physical properties of aggregate and explain the effects these 

properties to the concrete.                                                                                 (6 points) 
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